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ABSTRACT

We present the current status of the I2C stellar intensity interferometer used towards high angular resolution
observations of stars in visible wavelengths. In these proceedings, we present recent technical improvements to
the instrument, and share results from ongoing campaigns using arrays of small diameter optical telescopes. A
tip-tilt adaptive optics unit was integrated into the optical system to stabilize light injection into an optical fiber.
The setup was successfully tested with several facilities on the Calern Plateau site of the Observatoire de la Côte
d’Azur. These include one of the 1 m diameter telescopes of the C2PU observatory, a portable 1 m diameter
telescope, and also the 1.5 m MéO telescope. To better constrain on-sky measurements, the spectral transmission
of instrument was characterized in the laboratory using a high resolution spectrograph. The system was also
tested with two of the auxiliary telescopes of the VLTI resulting in successful temporal and spatial correlation
measurements of three stars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intensity interferometry was originally pioneered by Robert Hanbury Brown and Richard Q. Twiss (HBT) in the
1950s, leading to the successful implementation and operations of the Narrabri Stellar Intensity Interferometer
that measured the angular diameters of 32 stars.1 The technique was subsequently abandoned in astronomy in
favor of the far more sensitive techniques that had emerged in stellar amplitude interferometry with separated
telescopes2 of which has steadily evolved into the current exceptional interferometric facilities present worldwide
such as the CHARA∗ array and the VLTI†. However, over the last decade and a half there has been strong
experimental efforts in astronomical HBT interferometry, that can be broadly divided into two complementary
approaches. One is to use imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs), principally designed for ground
based gamma-ray astronomy for intensity interferometry by taking advantage of their large diameters (> 10 m),
and array based layouts.3 Successful on-sky measurements have been demonstrated with both the MAGIC4 and
VERITAS5 observatories with key implications for a possible implementation on the future Cherenkov Telescope
Array that holds significant promise if operated additionally as an HBT observatory.6 An alternative approach to
implementing HBT interferometry is to use optical telescopes whose significantly better optical quality allows the
usage of advanced technologies such as state of the art single photon counting detectors. Our I2C consortium‡,
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primarily consisting of a collaboration of physicists and astronomers in the network of the Université Côte d’Azur,
is focused on this latter approach, demonstrating leadership through observations with the facilities on the Calern
Plateau site of the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur.

Our group has made steady progress in the development of an on-sky HBT instrument demonstrating both
technical and scientific achievements. Single telescope temporal intensity interferometry measurements were
first successfully performed with a 1 m diameter telescope,7 and soon thereafter extended to spatial intensity
interferometry, measuring the HBT correlations between a pair of 1 m telescopes with a 15 m baseline at the
C2PU observatory.8 Subsequently, the angular diameter of the bright luminous blue variable (LBV) star P Cyg
was measured in its H-alpha emission, which provided a distance measurement when combined with a linear
diameter obtained from spectroscopic modeling.9 Using an improved version of our instrument, this technique
was reapplied to P Cyg and additionally to βOri.10 The long term goal of our group is to continue the progress
made thus far towards an instrument which can perform interferometric measurements in visible wavelengths (B,
V, R, I photometric bands) with sensitivity to stars brighter than at least magnitude 8 if installed onto major
facilities.

The focus of this proceeding is to provide an update on recent technical improvements made to extend the
I2C instrument to additional optical telescopes and to increase the sensitivity to fainter stars, or equivalently
with improved precision. A first order tip-tilt adaptive optics unit was integrated into the optical system to
stabilize and improve the overall light collection efficiency of the system. The setup was sequentially tested
on several of the telescopes available on the Calern Plateau and allows for coordinated campaigns between
the different telescopes, potentially providing up to 4 telescope intensity interferometry observations with semi-
configurable baselines ranging approximately from 15 to 150 meters at visible wavelengths. Furthermore, the
temporal and spectral characteristics of the instrument were extensively measured in the laboratory. Laboratory
HBT correlation peaks were measured at the level of 1%, thus demonstrating the potential of squared visibility
measurements with a precision of 10−2. Finally, the system was successfully tested at the VLTI using two of the
auxiliary telescopes in observations of three stars.

1.1 Brief Theory of Intensity Interferometry

An intensity interferometer performs the correlation of starlight intensity fluctuations between two telescopes in
order to measure the squared visibility. For two telescopes with a projected baseline r between them, the second
order coherence function is

g(2)(r, τ) =
〈I1(t)I2(r, t+ τ)〉

〈I1〉〈I2〉
(1)

where I1 and I2 are time-dependent intensities recorded at the two telescopes with a time-lag τ between them,
and the brackets indicate averaging over time t. The second-order coherence function “ g(2) ” is related to the
first order coherence function g(1) through the Siegert relation11,12 by

g(2)(r, τ) = 1 + |g(1)(r, τ)|2 (2)

where the first-order coherence function can be separated into spatial and temporal components

g(1)(r, τ) = V (r)g(1)(τ) (3)

where V (r) is the interferometric visibility of the source, given by the Fourier transform of the source sky
brightness distribution. In the case of an unresolved source V (r) = 1, and the measured second order coherence
function will depend only on the temporal component g(1)(τ) given by the Fourier transform of the measured
light spectral density by the Wiener-Khintchine theorem. For linearly polarized thermal light at zero optical path
delay g(1)(τ = 0) = 1 whereas at large time-lags much greater than the coherence or correlation time g(1) = 0
such that there is a “bunching peak” centered about zero optical path delay with an effective temporal width
given by the coherence time. The amplitude of this peak at zero time-lag measures the squared visibility under
the condition that the instrumental resolving time is shorter than the coherence time. The coherence time as
defined by Mandel & Wolf (1995)13 can be described by the integral of the squared first-order coherence function

Tc =

∫
|g(1)(τ)|2dτ =

∫
|s(ν)|2dν (4)



which by Parseval’s theorem is equal to the integral of the squared normalized spectral density s(ν). For visible
light with a bandpass of ∆λ ∼ 1 nm the corresponding coherence time is of order 1 ps, much shorter than what
can be achieved with conventional detectors. In this case, a measurement averages over many coherence times
and reduces the value of the g(2) peak amplitude at τ = 0 by a factor of ∼ Tc/Td where Td is the effective
time-resolution of the detector. The result is that amplitude of the g(2) peak does not directly measure the
squared visibility, but instead the squared visibility times this loss of contrast. The squared visibility can be
extracted by dividing the value of the g(2)(r)−1 peak measured between telescopes to the g(2)−1 peak measured
at zero-baseline

|V (r)|2 =
g(2)(r, τ = 0)− 1

g(2)(r = 0, τ = 0)− 1
(5)

under the assumption that the profile of the g(2)(τ) peak is constant. In practice, we measure the ratio of the
area of the g(2)(r)−1 peak, to the area of the g(2)(r = 0)−1 peak for the squared visibility, where at zero-baseline
this area should correspond to the coherence time that can be calculated from the detected spectrum as given
by Equation 4.

2. INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY ON THE CALERN PLATEAU

Observations with the I2C instrument are primarily conducted using the facilities of the Observatoire de la
Côte d’Azur available on the Calern Plateau site located in southern France. Previously reported observations

Figure 1: Photographs of facilities available for intensity interferometry observations on the Calern Plateau site
of the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur. These include the MéO optical metrology station (top-left), the T1M
portable telescope (top-right), and the C2PU observatory (bottom right). A satellite photograph (Google) of
the facilities are shown in the bottom-left with C2PU in the Southeast, and MéO at the Northwest. The yellow
crosses indicate the locations at which differential GPS positions were obtained, and serve at the current possible
positions of the T1M telescope.



were performed with the Centre Pédagogique Planète Univers (C2PU) facility consisting of a pair of effectively
identical 1 m diameter optical telescopes that are separated by a fixed 15 m separation on a nearly East-West
baseline§. Recently, technical intensity interferometry tests were successfully performed with the 1.5 m diameter
MéO (Métrologie Optique) telescope that is located approximately 150 m to the North-West of the Omicron
(westernmost) telescope of C2PU. Similar tests were performed with the T1M telescope, a portable 1 m diameter
Newtonian telescope on a Dobson-type fully motorized azimuthal mount that enables configurable baselines to
extend the accessible sampling of the uv-plane. These facilities are shown in Figure 1. To help aid in the
planning of future observations we have been able to incorporate a custom array configuration file within the
interferometric observational planning tool ASPRO14 to coordinate the optimal baseline configurations for a
given target.

2.1 Experimental setup

To enable each telescope for intensity interferometry observations we install a coupling assembly (CA) at the
focus of each telescope. These CAs differ slightly for each telescope to account for differences in the primary
focal length. The general structure of the coupling assembly is pictured in Figure 2. The main purpose of the
CA is to perform spectral and polarization filtering, and subsequent injection of the filtered starlight into a
multimode optical fiber. Each CA separates the light into two orthogonal polarization states which are each
injected into an APC optical fiber to allow for either polarization resolved measurements or improve sensitivity
by co-adding the g(2) measurements made in each polarization mode. With exception to the C2PU telescopes,
the input converging beam shown in Figure 2 does not come directly from the telescopes. On the T1M telescope

Figure 2: The left figure sketches the general operation of the coupling assemblies (CAs). The tip-tilt correction
is applied to the incident beam to provide corrections in the XY plane. The diverging lens (L1) produces
a collimated beam required to properly filter the light with the narrowband filter (NF ), typically of width
∆λ ∼ 1 nm. A dichroic beamsplitter (D) reflects blue light towards a guiding camera used for the tip-tilt
control. The transmitted red light is passed through the narrowband filter, and then is separated into two
orthogonal linear polarization states by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). On the reflected beam, an additional
linear polarizer is included (P ) to further reject the complementary polarization state. The light is then coupled
to a graded-index multi-mode fiber (GRIN-MMF) with a 100µm core diameter using a converging lens (L2).
The right image displays a photograph of the CA for the T1M telescope that adapts to the output port of the
telescope. Note that the incident beam does not always come directly from the telescope: The light is first
modified by either a Barlow system (shown by the leftmost cylindrical element in the right photograph) or
focusing lens, as described in Section 2.1.

§https://www.oca.eu/fr/c2pu-accueil



(F = 3 m), a corrected Barlow device (Powermate x2) is inserted upstream from the CA, to enhance the focal
length. On the MéO telescope (F = 31 m), the focal length is first reduced by a converging lens placed upstream
from the CA. Furthermore, the focal length of the collimating lens (optic L1 in Figure 2) is different on both
telescopes (f = −50 mm for the T1M and C2PU, and f = −75 mm on MéO).

The fiber for both polarization states are fed to 50/50 fiber splitters that allows a zero-baseline g(2) measure-
ment to be compared against expectation from the spectrum. The outputs of the fiber splitters are connected
to single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detectors (Excelitas SPCM-ARQH) with a characteristic timing reso-
lution of ∼ 500 ps. The detection of a photon generates an electronic pulse that is then fed to a time to digital
converter (Swabian Instruments) that records the pulse arrival time and performs the cross-correlation between
all pairs of detectors measuring parallel polarization states. The g(2) correlations are recorded to disk typically
every 10 seconds over a time-lag window of ±300 ns with 10 ps binning. A software analysis then shifts each
correlation function in time by the instrumental and geometrical optical path delays such that they are centered
about zero optical path delay. The time-corrected correlations are then averaged together in order to resolve the
g(2) bunching peak.

2.2 Inclusion of tip-tilt adaptive optics

In our setup, the size of the multimode fiber core corresponds to an on-sky angle of ∼ 7 ”. Any imperfection in
the telescope tracking results in a loss of collected flux, degrading the overall sensitivity. The tracking precision
of each telescope varies, but is especially pronounced in the case of the T1M due to a non-permanent mounting
that allows for portability but makes it especially subject to environmental conditions, particularly wind. In
past observations, any small imperfections in the tracking were corrected using manual commands sent to the
telescope that were typically required every few minutes.

To remove the need for manual corrections, and to improve the overall light collection efficiency, a first-order
tip-tilt adaptive optics unit (Starlight Xpress AO-USB) was integrated into the CA and can be seen in Figure 2.
The tip-tilt optic consists of a 60 mm diameter glass plate with a thickness of 13 mm that can be tilted by small
stepper motors in order to displace the optical beam in the XY plane. The range of displacements in the XY
plane is ± 0.15 mm or equivalently 1.5 times larger than the MMF core diameter. If a larger correction is needed,
a command can be sent from the ST4 port output of the tip-tilt module to adjust the telescope position in order
to bring the image of the star back within the range of accessible displacements provided by the tip-tilt.

The tip-tilt is controlled via a program written in Python that applies commands based on the position of
the star image in the CA guiding camera relative to a desired setpoint. Both the guiding camera and the tip-tilt
are connected via USB to a laptop that runs the tip-tilt control software. The tip-tilt can receive commands up
to 5 ms per increment limiting the response to frequencies less than 200 Hz. In practice, we are able to achieve a
rate correction of ∼ 40 Hz which takes into account the image processing time. This rate is more than sufficient
to correct for the slow imperfections in the telescope tracking, but cannot account for faster atmospheric effects.

Initial tests of the tip-tilt were performed in late Summer 2021 / Fall 2021 with several of the telescopes
available at Calern. To quantify the improvement in light collection efficiency we recorded data, taken using
the Omicron telescope of the C2PU, where the tip-tilt control was alternated on and off approximately every 5
minutes for a duration of one hour. The main results of these tests are shown in Figure 3. We find a modest
improvement of 8% in the overall efficiency when comparing the mean count rate during the on cycles to the off
cycles. In addition, the average displacement of the star image centroid on the guiding camera was measured
over a duration of approximately 1 minute. The tip-tilt reduced the root mean square radial fluctuations about
the mean from 15.0µm to 8.4µm, or equivalently from 15 % to 8.4 % of the fiber core diameter. However, we
note that the amount of improvement in fiber injection efficiency is strongly dependent on additional factors, and
in particular wind and seeing conditions which affect each telescope differently to varying degrees. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of the tip-tilt provided stable light injection into the fiber for periods of several hours without any
manual correction, thus achieving the primary goal.

During January 2022 an observational campaign was performed on γ Cas in it’s Hα emission line using
the MéO and T1M telescopes. The source was observed in multiple baseline configurations over a duration of
approximately 78 hours of observation. A clear g(2) temporal bunching peak was observed with both telescopes.



Figure 3: The left figure shows the detected count rate in units of photons per second as a function of time.
The regions shaded in blue/white indicate when the tip-tilt control was active/deactive, respectively. The right
figure shows the displacement of the star centroid about the mean along the X and Y axes over a duration of 1
minute for when the tip-tilt control was applied (orange) and deactivated (blue).

Figure 4: Temporal g(2)(τ) measurement of Gam Cas observed by the portable T1M telescope. The data (solid
blue line) are fit by a Gaussian (dotted black line).

Here, we show the result for the T1M telescope in Figure 4. A full analysis of the data, including reduction of the
spatial correlations between the two telescopes with subsequent modeling, is still pending and will be reported
in the future. However, the zero-baseline g(2) peak reported here demonstrates the usefulness of the tip-tilt optic
to enable intensity interferometry observations onto additional telescopes.

3. LABORATORY DEVELOPMENTS

In parallel to the observational campaigns, there have been several developments made in the laboratory to
provide a robust characterization of the instrument and examine any limiting sensitivity factors. In particular, a
high resolution spectrograph was introduced into our laboratory setup to experimentally characterize the spectral
transmission of the narrowband interferometric filters used in our CA. In addition, we perform high precision
measurements of the g(2) bunching peak at the level of 1-2%.



3.1 Spectral characterization of narrow-band filters

Squared visibilities are extracted by the ratio of the area of the g(2) peak measured between telescopes to that of a
zero-baseline correlation. The area of the g(2) peak at zero-baseline is in principle given by the coherence time of
the light that is dependent on the detected optical spectrum. To validate the on-sky zero baseline measurement
it is therefore useful to properly characterize the spectral transmission of the system. In general, this necessarily
includes all instrumental and physical contributions such as the source spectrum and instrumental throughput.
The instrumental throughput is primarily given by the transmission of our narrowband interferometric filters,
typically of width ∆λ ∼ 1 nm. Other instrumental factors such as the mirror reflectivity, detector response, and
fiber transmission display weak wavelength dependence over the transmission band of the filter and are assumed
as constant.

To characterize the filter transmission, we constructed a high resolution spectrograph by modifying a monochro-
mator (THR 1500) in which the output beam, normally focused onto the output slit, is instead focused onto a
camera. The spectrograph was calibrated using a wavelength tunable laser diode in conjunction with an optical
spectrum analyzer. The attained spectral resolution was less than 0.01 nm at 780 nm (R ∼ 80000) which is more
than sufficient to characterize our filters. To test the spectral transmission of the filters, we first inject thermal
light from a halogen lamp into a multimode fiber. The output beam of the fiber is collimated and directed into
our CA. The CA performs the spectral and polarization filtering, and then re-injects the light into a different
multi-mode fiber. This fiber is fed to an optics bench at the input of the spectrograph, which conjugates the
image of the output fiber and refocuses it onto the input slit of the spectrograph.

To measure the spectra, we take a series of three images consisting of raw spectra, a flat-field correction, and
a dark frame. The flat-field image is performed by recording an image with the narrowband filter removed from
the beam path, and the dark image is formed by recording an image with the input beam blocked. The corrected
spectrum is then obtained by

T (λ) =

∑
iR(i, λ)−

∑
iD(i, λ)∑

i F (i, λ)−
∑

iD(i, λ)
(6)

where R,D,F are the raw, dark, and flat-field images with spatial coordinate i and wavelength coordinate
λ. An example of the spectral transmission measured in the laboratory are shown in Figure 5. The data
correspond to the measurement of two spectral filtering setups, each one used in separate coupling assemblies.
Each setup consists of two sequential narrowband filters where both are specified with a central wavelength of
780 nm, but with different bandpasses of 1 nm and 10 nm. The wider bandpass filter is included in order to
block out of band transmission, which is pronounced for the 1 nm bandpass filter. We find that the two filtering
setups have a comparable peak transmission of ∼ 82 %. This value is compatible with the vendor specified
transmission of > 90 % for a single filter, such that for both filters in a given setup the total transmission should
be > 81 %. In Figure 5 the theoretical spectra shown assumes 95 % transmission in both filters. In addition, the
measured spectral transmission shows that the central transmitted wavelength are shifted with respect to the
theoretical expectation, and furthermore to one another by approximately 0.1 nm. We note these measurements
are consistent with similar shifts seen in lower spectral resolution measurements from the vendor. If these non
overlapping transmission bands are unaccounted for, this will lead to a underestimation of the squared visibility.
Similar tests were performed on other filters, including the Hα filters used in on-sky observations,9,10 and were
found to be in close agreement with each other.

3.2 Precision measurements of HBT peaks

To fully characterize the experimental setup we perform measurements of artificial stars in the laboratory. The
artificial star simulates a point-like thermal source and thus can be used to compare the measured g(2) bunching
area to the coherence time expected from the spectral transmission, and against on-sky observations of the g(2)

zero-baseline measurement of stellar targets. Furthermore, it allows testing for any systematic effects such as
spurious correlations, or detector variability, that may be difficult to characterize during on-sky observations.
The artificial star is generated by first injecting light from a halogen lamp into a single mode fiber. The output
beam of the fiber is collimated and then directed into our CA in order to measure the g(2) function. We record
the g(2) correlation over a wide range of time lags from ±300 ns with 10 ps resolution. Correlations are typically



Figure 5: Measured spectral transmission of two λ0 ∼ 780 nm filters (in blue and orange) compared with the
theoretical spectra (dotted black line).

Figure 6: The left figure shows the measured g(2) bunching peak in the blue points as a function of the time-lag,
binned into 100 ps bins. A data is fit by a Gaussian which is shown by the dotted orange line. The right figure
shows the measured uncertainty in g(2) as a function of the number of coincidences shown in blue where the
dotted black line is the expected uncertainty due to shot-noise fluctuations. The uncertainty is measured by
taking the root mean square fluctuations of g(2) over time-lags in which the bunching peak is negligible.

recorded every minute over duration a few to a hundred hours. Once the acquisition is complete, we analyze the
data by summing all correlations together, and then normalizing in order to obtain g(2). The reduced data is
fitted to a Gaussian in order to extract a bunching peak area to measure the coherence time.

Figure 6 shows the measured g(2) bunching peak for one of the λ0 = 780 nm filters described in Section 3.1.
The data was taken continuously over a duration of 73.9 hours. Figure 6 also shows the measured uncertainty
as function of the total number of coincidences. This uncertainty is obtained by taking the root mean square
fluctuations of the accumulated g(2) value over time-lags in which the bunching peak is negligible, taken here as all



time-lags between 3 < |τ | < 20 ns, where τ is the time-lag difference from the g(2) peak center. The accumulated
g(2) peak is fitted by a Gaussian function in which we find a standard deviation of width 392 ± 6 ps, and an
amplitude of (1.504± 0.017)×10−3 corresponding to a bunching area or coherence time of 1.477±0.019 ps. This
value is in very good agreement with the expectation from the measured spectra of 1.474 ps but notably lower
than what is expected from the theoretical spectra of 1.69 ps.

The uncertainty in the measured bunching area can be directly corresponded to an uncertainty in squared
visibility. Here, we demonstrate in the laboratory a measurement of the bunching area at a level of 1.3 %, suggest-
ing that a similar uncertainty can be obtained on stellar sources, provided similar number of photon statistics.
While such precision with 1-meter class telescope and single wavelength channel observations under reasonable
observations times (e.g. < 100 hours) are so-far limited to bright stars, the measurements are nevertheless robust.
The data indicates we are free from systematic effects in our correlation to the level of our measurement precision
since the uncertainty is at the theoretical shot-noise limit.

4. TECHNICAL TESTS AT THE VLTI

During March 2022 we were given time to install and perform technical observations with our I2C instrument
using two of the 1.8 m diameter auxilary telescopes (ATs) of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer while they
were located in their maintenance stations. The main purpose of this mission was to establish the technical
feasibility of performing intensity interferometry observations with the ATs. These tests occurred during time
in which the ATs were not scheduled for other science programs due to the delay lines being in use with the unit
telescopes (UTs). To adapt our setup to the ATs, a custom mechanical interface was designed to direct starlight
into a modified version of our fiber injection and spectral filtering coupling assemblies. For these observations
the coupling assemblies were set up with Hα filters with a bandpass of ∆λ ∼ 1 nm. The fiber injection setup
for both telescopes were installed inside the Relay Optics Structure (ROS) of the ATs. The interface is easily
removable such that the optical configuration of the ROS can be quickly reset to its original state. The interface
consists primarily of a dichroic that is mounted in the beam path that redirects light onto our coupling assembly.
A CAD drawing and photograph of the interface as installed in the ROS are pictured in Figure 7.

The entire system was installed during a single afternoon using an artificial light beacon to test and align
the modules. The first night was used to ensure proper on-sky alignment and to assess the count rate on
several sources. The following 5 nights were devoted to performing HBT measurements of stellar targets. In
total we obtained 2.3 hours on Alf CMa (Sirius), 12.9 hours on Bet Ori (Rigel), and 34.3 hours on Alf Vir

Figure 7: The left photograph displays a CAD drawing of the I2C-VLTI interface + coupling module. The
incident beam arrives from the top of the image where it is reflected off a dichroic onto a modified coupling
assembly. The coupling assembly performs spectral and polarization filtering of the light, and focuses the light
into a multimode fiber that is connected to the detectors. The right photograph shows a picture of the entire
interface as mounted in the ROS of one of the ATs.



Figure 8: Temporal and spatial g(2) measurements of three different stars using two of the VLTI-AT telescopes.
The top-left, top-right, and bottom-left plots show the zero-baseline correlations measured for Sirius, Rigel,
and Spica, each fit with a Gaussian function shown in the dotted black line. The bottom-right plot shows the
averaged spatial correlation between the ATs of Spica that reveals a loss of contrast in the g(2) peak associated
with a reduction in the visibility.

(Spica). For each source, we were able to resolve the zero-baseline g(2)(τ) bunching peaks shown in Figure 8.
To evaluate the bunching area we performed a Gaussian fit to the averaged correlation function obtained for
each star. The bunching area measured was then compared against the expected value calculated from the
spectrum. The spectrum was formed by combining the narrow-band filter transmission and target spectra that
was contemporaneously measured with the interferometric observations. For the bunching areas we find for Sirius
τm = 1.11± 0.09 ps (τs = 1.14 ps), for Rigel τm = 1.07± 0.07 ps (τs = 1.17 ps), and for Spica τm = 1.22± 0.09 ps
(τs = 1.12 ps), where τm is the measured area, and τs is the expected value from the spectrum. All measured
values are in reasonable agreement with the expectation within 1.4σ.

In addition, for both Rigel and Spica, g(2)(r) peaks for the correlations between the two ATs were measured,
each showing a contrast less than for the zero-baseline calibration. For Rigel, a marginal peak was observed
consistent with the low expected squared visibilities (V 2 ∼ 0.15) for the obtained projected baselines. In the
case of Spica, a clear g(2) peak was observed with a significance of 7.5σ and shown in Figure 8. The bunching
area corresponds to a measured squared visibility of V 2 = 0.42 ± 0.06 that includes all data sampled over the
baseline range from ∼ 23 to 48 m. The expectation of the visibility of Spica is highly non-trivial as the system
consists of a short period interacting binary of two hot B-type stars15,16 and a full analysis is beyond the scope



of these proceedings.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The I2C system has been successfully tested with several of the facilities available on the Calern Plateau and
additionally with two of the ATs of the VLTI. These results have demonstrated the versatility of the intensity
interferometry technique to be utilized on telescopes of different optical designs. Several technical improvements
are being pursued in order to improve sensitivity to allow for the observation of fainter systems or equivalently
increase the precision of the squared visibility on stars of similar magnitude. Our current detectors exhibit a
high quantum efficiency > 60% but with a fairly modest temporal resolution of ∼ 500 ps. In the near future
we aim towards on-sky tests using super conducting nanowire single photon detectors which exhibit similar,
if not better, quantum efficiency but with drastically better timing < 50 ps.17 Furthermore, in order to have
a sensitivity competitive with other HBT observatories using Cherenkov telescopes and ultimately with direct
interferometry, it is necessary to implement spectral multiplexing. The sensitivity of an intensity interferometer
is to first-order independent of the width of the spectral passband. Therefore, the sensitivity can be improved by
performing g(2) measurements in many spectral passbands and co-adding the results.18 Some initial tests towards
multiplexed observations are being explored in the laboratory using the spectrograph described earlier, as well
as with comercially available monochromators. In addition, we will work towards scaling our system to work
with 3 or 4 telescopes in order to provide improved simultaneous coverage of the uv-plane during observations.
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